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AT;ISWER THE
kru
A) Define the following terms; Mean and deviatoric strains, Axi-symmetric problem
P,) In a metal forming process, the state of stress is given by; o*: oy: c,= - 80 MPa, r*r: -- 60

MPa and T*y: T*y = 0.0.
i) fihow that one of the principal stresses equals -80 MPa and find its direction cosines.
ii) Calculate the other two principal stresses.
iii) Obtain the principal stress deviations.

QLj.$ST-r.ON # 2 (20)
A closed thin-walled presTlre vessel of mean radius of 0.5 meter and length of 2 m is used in

chemical processing at 300 uC. If the vessel wall thickness t is 4 mm, determine the diametral
cxpansion and axial elongation due to operating intemal pressure pi = 2 MPa besides the
temperature rise. Knowing that this pressure produces radial stress or: 0.0, circumference stress oe
:pirm/t and axial stress ou : pirn'lzt. Calculate the final dimensions and the elastic strain energy
stored in the vessel wall material. Take room temperature :200C

QUESTTON # 3 (20)
Trvo thick-walled cylinders have inner and outer diameters of 50 and 75 mm for the first

cylirrdcr and of 75 and 100 mm for the second one. If the second is shrunk on the first cylinder and
the assernbly is then used to transmit torque by means of friction force acting on their common
sr:riai.:e. r\ssuming plane stress condition, determine
i) The torque that can be transmitted by the assembly knowing that, radial interference A: 0.375
nrm, length of the assembly /:100 mm and the coefficient of friction p:0.12.
ii) l'he maximum tensile stresses induced in the cylinders due to shrink fit, make a sketch showing
the stress distribution

QUESTION # 4 (20)
A lcng thick-walled cylinder of 50 mm and 75 mm inner and outer radii made of steei is

iised to conduct a hot fluid at temperature ti : 100 0C and pressuro pi:5 MPa, Find the
expressions of o, os ond o, under plane strain condition. The temperature is given as; T: -
3000 r + 250'C at any radius r (r is measured in meter), Check the safety of the cylinder if
the allorvable tensile and compression stresses are 100 and 250 MPa.

OLIESTION # 5 (20)
A thin annular disc or inner and outer radii 25 and 100 mm is made up of two annuli

cliscs whose radius of separation equals 50 mm. If the outer annulus is not to get loose from
the inner one when the disc is rotating with a uniform angular velocity of 500 rpm,
dctetmine the minimum value of radial pressure at the radius of separation when the disc at
rest. What is the value of radial interference A?
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Iror steell E:200 GPa, u:0.3, p: 7850 kglm3 and s =12x10-6fC
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